THE BEST OF

Big Island

THE BEST OF KAUAI

LUAU SHOWS
The call of the conch, the lighting of the torches, and the best of
the native drums beckon you to escape to a Hawaii of your
dreams. A breathtaking backdrop of a vibrant Hawaiian sky
displays the Kona Coast’s best sunsets while you relax and let the
warm Hawaiian breeze kiss your face. This oceanfront setting
enhances the authentic Polynesian show performed by some of
the best hula dancers in the Sate of Hawaii. Enjoy Hawaiian
music, a delicious dinner buffet and cocktails while the Hula
dancers present a journey through the history of the South
Pacific.

NIGHT MANTA SWIM
Sometimes referred to as the “Butterflies of the Sea”, the Manta
Rays are a sight to be seen. These beautiful sea creatures that live
in warm tropical waters. The Mantas side fins have evolved into
wide triangular wings with which they use to “fly” through the
water. Their wings range from 4-20 ft, making them amongst the
largest sea creatures in the world.
You may be wondering why we go snorkeling with the Mantas at
night? Using state-of-the-art lights, we are able to attract
concentrations of plankton and which the Mantas feed on.

SNORKEL TOURS
Discover Kona's underwater paradise! Accessible only by boat, join us
in the crystal clear water of the protected marine sanctuaries which are
home to more than 600 species of enchanting ocean wildlife.
Spinner dolphins frequently join us along the way and sometimes swim
with you in the enchanting coral reef gardens where we take you to
snorkel. Relax on the trip back with a cocktail and enjoy the timeless
beauty of the Kona coastline.

SUNSET DINNER CRUISES
Join us for a relaxing sail along the beautiful Kohala Coast of the Big
Island! Let our crew pamper you with unlimited cocktails and
appetizers. Enjoy unbeatable views of the Kohala Mountains, Mauna
Kea, Mauna Loa, Hualalai and Maui’s famous Haleakala.
As the sun finishes its descent below the distant horizon, the
changing colors of sky, mountain and water make for spectacular
photos and powerful memories. Let us share our tropical paradise
with you!

HELICOPTER VOLCANO
The Big Island is the youngest island in the Hawaiian chain and also
by far the biggest, providing a vast canvas of environments to
discover a variety of unrivaled natural wonders. This is the home of
Kilauea, one of the world’s most active volcanoes; Mauna Kea, the
tallest sea mountain in the world at more than 33,000 feet; Mauna
Loa and Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. Your flight will be topped
off with touring the jagged sea cliffs and waterfalls of the Hamakua
Coastline.

WATERFALL ZIPLINES
Get ready for some fun & excitement! Step into your harness and
soar over tropical valleys and ravines of the Honomu Coast. This
is a seven zipline course, with each zip being more incredible
then the last. While on tour you will access two breathtaking
waterfalls near the Akaka Falls State Park, including the 250-foot
KoleKole waterfall. The zip & dip tour includes a picnic style
lunch at the base of the falls.

Unique Big Island Experiences
HILO WATERFALLS
STARS GAZING AT THE SUMMIT
FLUMIN THE DITCH
ATV JUNGLE ADVENTURES
DEEP SEA FISHING

RESERVATIONS CONTACT:
Sonja Keala
1.808.634.8508
sonja@hawaii-va.com
www.hawaii-va.com

